We examined the interaction of content and process in categorizing novel semantic material. We taught patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) and healthy age-matched seniors a category of plausible novel tools by similarity-and rule-based processes, and compared the results with our previous parallel study of categorization of novel animals, in which AD patients were selectively impaired at rule-based categorization. AD patients demonstrated learning in the novel tool study; however, in contrast to the novel animal study, they were impaired in similarity-based as well as rule-based categorization relative to healthy seniors. Healthy seniors' categorization strategies reflected process irrespective of category content; they frequently attended to a single feature following similarity-based training, and always attended to all requisite features following rule-based training. AD patients' categorization strategies, in contrast, reflected category content; they frequently attended to a single feature when categorizing novel animals by either categorization process, but rarely did so when categorizing novel tools. AD patients' ability to categorize novel tools correlated with preserved recognition memory, a pattern not found in the novel animal study. The category-specific role of memory, along with AD patients' performance profile, suggests content-specific distinctions between the categories. We posit that tool features are relatively arbitrary, placing greater demands on memory, while prior knowledge about animals such as constraints on appearance and feature diagnosticity facilitates the assimilation of novel animals into semantic memory. The results suggest that categorization processes are sensitive to category content, which influences AD patients' success at acquiring a new category.
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Introduction
Semantic memory, our long-term knowledge about things and events, is frequently impaired in patients with neurological damage. Category-specific deficits, in which memory for some semantic category is impaired while a contrasting category is relatively preserved, have received particular attention. The contrasting categories most commonly reported are natural kinds-typically animals, but sometimes including non-animate living things-and manufactured artifacts-typically tools, but also including other man-made objects (e.g., Cappa et al., 1998; Garrard, Patterson, Watson, & Hodges, 1998; Garrard et al., 2001; Gainotti, 2007; Silveri, Daniele, Giustolisi, & Gainotti, 1991 1984). In this study, we examine the interaction of categoryspecific knowledge and categorization processes in patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD): We assess acquisition of a category of novel tools by two different categorization processes, and compare the results with our analogous prior study of categorization of novel animals.
A rich body of theories has developed to account for categoryspecific deficits in semantic memory. While some cases may be open to various explanations such as imbalanced frequency or familiarity of test items (Tippett, Grossman, & Farah, 1996) , the most influential theories focus on aspects of category content and its interaction with the distribution of knowledge representation in the cortex. The sensory-motor theory (Martin, Ungerleider, & Haxby, 2000; Martin & Chao, 2001 ) posits that semantic knowledge is stored in modality-specific cortical areas, and that various categories differ in their dependency on particular modalities. For instance, identification of living things is thought to depend primarily on visual-perceptual feature information such as shape, while identification of manufactured artifacts is thought to depend primarily on visual motion and action associated with function. Hence, category-specific deficits should arise in accordance with
